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January 4, 1982

NUCLEAR PRoOUcTioN DEPARTMENT

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director

Dear Mr. Denton:

SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-416 and 50-417
File 0260/0288/L-360.0
Transmittal of Responses to ACRS

Full Committee Action Items
AECM-81/425

Please find attached additional information requested during the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) Full Committee meeting on Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, held in Washington on October 15, 1981. This
information is supplemented by our previous submittal, in response to issues
identified at subcommittee meetirgs held September 17-18, 1981. That
information was submitted by the MP&L letter AECM-81/405, dated October 14,
1981.

If you have any questions or require further information, please contact
this office.

Yours truly,

e
L. F. Dale

y Manager of Nuclear Services

JHS/JGC/JDR:ph @ A
Attachments g

REcyp,yucc: Mr. N. L. Stampley
,

Mr. R. B. McGehee g7 d4/Q g -G i

Mr. T. B. Conner - E tc 2
Mr. G. B. Taylor ::as

Mr. John C. McKinley
%Mail Stop H 1016 15

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 00
Kashington, D. C. 20555

4
IMr. Richard C. DeYoung, Director

Office of Inspection & Enforcement B201190107 820104U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission {0RADOCK 05000416Washington, D. C. 20555 PDR
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QUESTION 1: The applicant has made extensive changes to the design
and related operational matters pertaining to fire

'

protection. There appear to be many regions of
convergence of redundant circuits. A.though the design,

may comply with R.G. 1.75, that guide does not protect
against exposure fires. In attempting to correct his,
the staff has required numerous additions to fire '

; detecting and extinguishing systems espically CO and
2

water sprays.i

a. What is the reliability of these systems to
extinguish fires on demand?

i b. Are redundant systems commonly sprayed by water or
I is this selectively done?
i

For proper functioning CO, systems mustc.

automatically close off affected zones. How is this
done expecially as regards closing of ventilation
dampers?

d. Do operators disable these systems when entering or
working in a given zone?

Under seismic conditions non-1E circuit breakers maye.
not function. Would this tend to generate cable and

I equipment fires?
)
;

RESPONSE: a) The reliability of water spray and carbon dioxide-

suppression systems is discussed separately below:
i
4 Water Spray (Sprinkler) System
i
.

~

Some 117,770 fires in sprinkled buildings have been
reported to the NFPA since 1897. Of these, 95 percent of
the sprinklers showed satisfactory performance. Only in
rare instances do automatic sprinkler . systems fail to
control fires. The failures are very seldom due to the
sprinklers themselves, but rather to the lack of water.

Even with older types of sprinklers which are no longer
approved, the failure of the sprinkler itself has been
zery infrequent. Failure of the modern types of
sprinklars such as the design used at Grand Gulf is

,

practically unknown.
>

j~
sprinklers (with only a slight loss) are not reported to
Because numerous fires extinguished by one or two

NFPA, the NFPA records do not represent the total number
of fires in sprinkled properties. If it were possible to1

include a complete record, the efficiency of sprinkler
performance would probably approach 100%.,

i .

!
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The reliability and fundamentals of sprinkler protection
evolve around the principle of the automatic discharge of
water, in sufficient density, to control or extinguish a
fire in its incipency. By extending this fundamental
principle to the design and construction of the automatic
sprinkler system in use at Grand Gulf we have established
the basis for a reliable sprinkler system.

Grand Gulf utilizes sprinkler systems that aave been
hydraulically designed in accordance with the guidance
offered by NFPA 13 and 15. Sprinkler systems are
designed to provide a minimum water desity, on the floor,
of 0.3 gallons per minute per square foot which meets the
requirements established by NFPA for extinquishing
flammable liquid fires. Water sprinkler systems will be
installed to avoid direct impingement of Class IE
equipment and Class 1E cables which are in the immediate
vicinity of Class 1 E equipment. Various construction
techniques such as drip loops, use of waterproof seals at
cable entrances to conduit, water barriers in raceways,
etc., are used to prevent water from sprinklers or hose
streams from entering into and affecting redundant Class
IE equipment required for safe shutdown. The use of
components and sprinkler system devices which have been
approved by a recognized testing laboratory offers
further confidence in the reliability of the sprinkler
systems as well as amplifies the " defense-in-depth"
concept of fire protection at nuclear power plants.

Automatic sprinkler systems, properly designed and
installed in buildings and in operation when fires occur,
are one of the greatest aids in fire prctection.
However, automatic sprinkler systems can only function
effectively if water can reach the fire. The major cause
of unsatisfactory performance of sprinkler systems
involves closed water supply control valves. By
maintaining all water supply control valves open at all
times, the performance records of sprinkler systems would
be improved even above the very good present level of 95%
satisfactory performance. At Grand Gulf the water supply
control valves are assured by being in the proper
position by utilizing a combination of administrative
controls and electrical valve supervision. Any valve
that has the potential to render an automatic sprinkler
system inoperable is electrically supervised with a
tamper proof position switch which when activated by
valve position provides an alarm in the control room.
All valves in the main firewater flow paths within the
Fire Water Pump House are supervised. The remainder of
the valves in the main flow paths, such as yard OS&Y
valves and inside loop isolation valves, are locked with
security type locks. In addition, valve line up
surveillences, are performed on a periodic interval to
ensure the provision for water flow to the fire.

M4E2
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i Since not all sprinkler systems at Grand Gulf are

wet pipe systems it is important to discuss the fire
3 detection systems used to activate the pre-action design
I sprinkler systems. The pre-action design sprinkler
i systems are used to provide protection to the diesel-
! generator building. A rate compensated temperature
[ detection system is provided in the respective fire areas
' which upon detection of a fire provides the pre-action to

release the water supply valve supplying water to
sprinkler heads. The pre-action system is electronic;̂

with supervised circuits that provide alarms when a
system maltunction is detected. An independent fire
alarm system is provided in this area by ultraviolet
flame detection that would allow independent notification

j of a fire in the diesel generator building in the control
room. The control room operator has the capability to
provide a remote pre-action signal to the sprinkler
system supply valve independent of that provided by the,

1 rate compensated fire detectors. All these features add
'

to the reliability of the pre-action system.

j The last and maybe the most important factor to a
i reliable sprinkler system is the water supply. The GGNS

water supply consists of two 300,000 gallon nominal
j capacity (useable capacity: 291,258 gallons) water storage
{ tanks, one electrically driven 1500 gpm at 125 psig fire
1 ,pump, two diesel engine driven 1500 gpm at 125 psig fire
j pumps, and a 30 gpm at 130 psig jockey fire pump. The
j maximum design demand of any sprinkler or deluge system
; covering safety-related equipment with an additional
; demand of 500 gpm included for manual can be met by a ;
i single fire pump. At the staff's request, we have

provided test results of the fire pumps as well asc

! acceptance for use of the water supply at GGNS by
j American Nuclear Insurers (ANI).

In summary, GGNS has designed and built automatic water
f sprinkler systems according to recognized codes and
I standards and to the guidance offered by the staff. L'e

/j are confident that the installation of automatic water
sprinkler systems at GGNS are reliable.

} Carbon Dioxide Systems

; Carbon dioxide (CO ) has many applications in the field
2

2 of fire protection. As CO is electrically
2j nonconductive, it is used extensively for the protection

j of electrical equipment and since it is a gas, it can
j penetrate and spread to all parts of a fire area. At I

; Grand Gulf Nuclear Station automatic CO total flooding
2j systems are used in some areas where the effects of water

j were deemed undesirable as the primary method of fire
j suppression and extinguishment. Total flooding *

| extinguishment depends upon filling and maintaining an
f .
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enclosure with a predetermined concentration of carbon
dioxide. GGNS utilizes a " double-shot" application

j meaning that the.C0 storage capacity is sufficient to9
provide two actuations of the largest system. It is

; therefore important that leakage of CO, from the

! enclosure be kept to a minimum. The decection of a fire

| by rate compensated heat detectors initiates automatic
! controls to close ventilation ductwork openings, doors,

and shotdown ventilation fans thereby providing an

} enclosure around the fire to which CO, may be released.
The Grand Gulf Nuclear Statica detection systens
associated with CO, systems utilize Class A circuits as
defined by NFPA 72D. An alternate power supply is also
available in the event the normal power source is
unavailable. All components in the C0 system are UL7
listed and/or FM approved to ensure reIiability.

I
j With an enclosure isolated, the CO system releases CO

2 2
into the enclosure such that a 30 percent volume

i concentration is achieved within 2 minutes and a 50
percent volume concentration is achieved within 7 minutes

,
'

after injection. Additionally, a 30 percent volume
concentration will be maintained for 20 minutes if
rotating equipment is located in-the room or enclosure.

i A test is performed to verify that, in each enclosure or
1 area protected by CO , the design CO concentration can

2 2be achieved in the required time and that the minimum
" soak" times are achieved.

i
! The reliability of the CO systems are maintained by

2'

periodic surveillances tc ensure that flow paths for CO
2flov are maintained and that systems are operational.i

. Administrative and procedural controls have been
{ implemented to maintain the boundary of the fire areas

(enclosures) in tact such that design concentrations of,

CO can be readily achieved.
2

1 We are confident that steps have been taken beyond the
i minimum requirements necessary to provide reliable CO,
I systems and that the installed CO, systems will proviae

reliable service.
'i

1

I b) Redund. ant systems are both selectively and commonly
j sprayed if there is an exposure fire in close proximity

|
to the convergence of the redundant systems cables.

There are areas at Grand Gulf there redundant cables are,

'
routed through the same fire area. Where redundant

! cables are run thraugh the same fire area the following
j minimum fire protection measures are provided for
j protection of redundant safe shutdown-related cables:
| r

| 1) Where redundant safe shutdown-related cables are
'

routed ih the same exposure fire area and separated

M4E4
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by more thar 50 feet, area smoke detection is
provided.

2) Where redundant safe shutdown-related cables are
routed in the same exposure fire area and separated
by 20 to 50 feet, area smoke detection and automatic
sprinkler protection for each division of safe
shutdown-related cables is provided.

3) Where redundant safe shutdown-related cables are
routed in the same exposure fire area are separated
by less than 20 feet, area smoke detection,
automatic wetpipe sprinklers, and a one-hour
fire-rated barrier separating Division I from
Division II are pravided.

As previously explained, several measures have been taken
in the construction of Grand Gulf to prevent the loss of
operation of equipment by water impingement. These are
explained in the response to a) above. When cables of
redundant divisions are in proximity (within a 50 ft.
distance) automatic wetpipe sprinklers are provided. If
an exposure fire were to take place in proximity to
either or both divisions with the resultant temperature
rise causing the eutectic links to melt resulting in
sprinkler operation, then the cables within the coverage
of the open sprinkler heads would be commonly sprayed.
However, these cables would also be selectively sprayed
with respect to the remainder of the redundint systems.
In no case is there sprinkler operation to any system
unless the sprinklers operated are in the fire area and
are caused to operate selectively by the size of the
postulated exposure fire.

Sufficient coverage by automatic wetpipe sprinkler
systems has been provided to protect redundant safe
shutdown-related systems and steps have been taken to
ensure that additional problems are not created by that
coverage.

c) All CO systems located at Grand Gulf are actuated by2rate compensated heat detectors. Upon actuation of a
detector, the following functions occur:

- electro-thermal links cause fire dampers and
doors in HVAC duct work to close.

- initiates 30 second time delay in the discharge
cycle to allow time for personnel to leave the
area.

.
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sounds a local and control room alarm.-

After the time delay, the selector valve opens allowing
C0 to discharge into the area,

3

d) All CO systems in the upper and lower cable spreading
2rooms and the remote shutdown panel rooms have supervised

disabling oevices which signal an alarm in the control
room when these particula r systems are disabled. The CO

2
systems will not normally be disabled upon entry, but may
be disabled to perform maintenance.

. e) Under a seismic event, non-Class IE circuit breakers may

] not function, but this loss of function would not by

j itself generate cable and equipment fires. The
protective function of the breakers could be lost 8., that
a fault condition could not be cleared. A fault.

; condition could generate a fire, but if there were no
fault, the malfunctioning breakers would hac no affect
on the system. To prevent a fire caused by a
non-interrupted fault from affecting safe shutdown,.

several fire protection measures have been provided. All,

' c reas of the plant which contain safety-related equipment
and cabling are provided with ionizatio6. smoke detectors.
In areas of the plant which contain redundant safe;

; shutdown related raceways, automatic suppression and one
'

hour cable fire barriers are provided in addition to
smoke detectors. Therefore, under worse case conditicns,

fire uriginating in an area containing redundant safea

shutdown equipment, would be quickly detected and
suppressed by the fire protection measures provided.

In additiar. to the active and passive means of fire
! protection described above, the prevention provided by
; IEEE-383 qualified cables, and the lack of ignition

| sources, the Grand Gulf design also mitigates the
, consequences of this type of fire to provide the

| necessary defense in depth. This mitigation is provided

| through the~ separation of redundant cable trays and
through the use of associated circuitry.

According to the Sandia cable fire tests, a cable tray
fire can only be initiated by an overheated cable if that,

| cable is installed in the same tray. Physical separation

| of cable trays in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75,
| is rufficient to prevent propagation of fires from tray

to tray for all cable tray fires not initiated by an
exposure fire. Therefore, for a fire in a Clat.s IE cable
tray to be initiated by a cable supplied by a non-Class
IE circuit breaker, the non-Class IE cable must be
installed in the Class IE tray

When a non-C1, ass IE cable is routed in a Class IE tray at
Grand Gulf, that cable is designated as " Associated."

M4E6
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Once a cable is so designated it cannot be installed in !
the redundant division trays or in non-Class IE trays.
Thus, there is no means of propagation of a fire between

'

redundant divisions via an Associated cable.

I Since the postulated fire is not an exposure fire, th
| damage would be limited to one division. This limitation

1,
of damage mitigates the consequences of the fire.
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QUESTION 2: The drywell air cooling system is " single tracked" nonsafety
grade. Describe procedures to cope with its failure including
peak temperature attained in the drywell. Will the ECCS be
automatically started due to high containvent pressure?

RESPONSE: Although "nonsafety grade," the drywell cooling system is
designed with sufficient redundancy to provide relittle
operation during normal operation. Cix fan-coil units are
provided to distribute cooling air effectively and with a
minimum of ductwork. L2ch fan-coil unit consists of two
full-capacity fans in parallel and two full-capacity coils in
series. Normally, only one fan and one coil of each fan-coil
unit operates. The other fan and coil of each unit are kept on
standby. Cooling water to the fan-coil units is pro'vided by
the plant service water system with redundancy eupplied from
the standby service water sy stem.

A loss of drywell cooling would result in an increase in both
temperature and pressure within the drywell. At 135'F, a "DRWL
TEMP HI" alarm would annunciate. The Alarm Response
Instructions for this alarm advises the operator that a
possible cause is loss of drywell cooling. The operator is
further instructed to verify that drywell cooling is
operational and to moni?.or drywell pressure. At (+)1.3 psig in
the drywell, a "DRWL FRESS HI/LO" alarm will annunciate.
Instructions for this alarm cre similar to those of the "DRWL
TEMP HI" alarm.

With the drywell temperature or pressure increasing, the
operator will enter the Emergency Procedure (EP) for
Containment Control. At pre-determined values for drywell
pressure (set less than +1.89 psig), a reactor scram is auto-
matically intiated, cooling water supply to the drywell cooling
system is isolated, and ECCS systems are automatically initiated.
The EP instructs the operator to confirm sud initiate a reactor
scram if, for some reason, the automatic scram did not occur.
It has been determined that drywell cooling is not requirad
during ECCS operation. However, any available fans will be
maintained in operation until cooling can be restored.

The EP also instructs the operator to monitor suppression pool
temperature and to start the suppression pool cooling mode of
RHR should the temperature exceed 95*F.

All safety related components in the drywell have been tacluded
in the evaluation described by NUREG-0588. The review of
equipment qualification required by that NUREG has been completed
for components located in a harsh environment. The results of
that review have been submitted to the NRC staff.

.

.

.
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QUESTION 3: Describe the basis for believing that the RCIC steam line and
reactor water cleanup valves will close if their respective
outboard piping should fail in the immediate vicinity of the
outboard valve.

RESPONSE: This concern is addressed in Attachment 2 to MP&L letter,
AECM-81/405, dated October 14, 1981. This letter transmitted
responses to various ACRS concerns identified at the sub-i

| committee meeting of September 17-18, 1981.

l
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! QUESTION 4: The aontrol rod drive and exhaust lines are in the immediate
! vicinity of reactor coolant system piping at pipe junctures.

Describe the degree of damage and terminci effects if such
piping were to fail at these points.

RESPONSE: The evaluation for pipe whip and jet impingement ef fects was
conducted in accordance with the NRC staff's criteria. This

1 criteria is presented primarily in Regulatory Guide 1.46 and
Branch Technical Positions (BTP) APCSB 3-1 and MEB 3-1.
Further discussion of the application of this criteria to the
Grand Gulf design is provided in the Grand Gulf FSAR, Section
3.6.

The pipe whip and jet impingement evaluation identified in
early 1981 that the failure of some piping in the recirculation
system represented a potential for damage to insert and
withdraw piping for the control rod drive system (CRD). The
insert and withdraw piping primaril; runs in four bundles in

,
the drywell area, toward the reactor pressure vessel af ter

i penetrating the drywell wall at approximately elevation 140'.
The bunc.le makea a 90' downward turn and runs vertically before
again turning 90* coward the under vessel area at approximately
elevation 115'. This vertical bundle run is the CRD piping of

; interest in this discussion due to its proximity to the
! recirculation piping.
!

As depicted in Figure 1, recirculation discharge piping runs
f rom the pump hort:ontally through one bend at elevation 107'
and then vertically to a C-shaped header at approximately
elevation 130'. There are two recirculation loops. Eacha

) header has six risers, running vertically from the header, to
| vessel nozzles at elevation 137'.
'

The potential damage mechanisms identified by the pipe whip,
i jet impingement evaluation may be summarized as follows:

I. Pipe whip
;

A. Deflection of riser, radially. Impact on bundle
supports and CRD piping. Circumferential break,

postulated at nozzle.

B. Deflection of header, vertically. CRD piping
not impacted but possible damage to bundle
support. Circumferential break postulated at
riser / header junction.

II. Jet Impingement

A. Longitudinal header break presented potential
impact on bundle area adjacent to header,

, B. Circumferential break at riser / header weld
l

presented potential impact to bundle runs below
header.

A30ph1
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To address the radial deflection of the riser (I.A above),
given a circumferential break at the nozzle, a riser whip
restraint modification was proposed to reduce the maximum,

| radial travel of the riser. An analysis conducted to predict
the riser's maximum deflection given this modification
indicated that the bundle would not be impacted. A

| modification to the bundle support structure in the vicinity of
possible impact was also proposed to provide further clearance.
At the time the ACRS subcommittee members toured the drywell
area (September 17, 1981), the above mentioned modifications
were not implemented. These modifications along with all
changes mentioned in this discussion, will be implemented prior
to the loading of fuel in Unit 1.

To address possible damage noted in I.B above, the bundle
support structure under the header will be modified such that
the header in the deflected position will not impact the
support and thus damage the bundle.

As noted in II. A above jet impingement presented possible
impact on bundle runs adjacent to the header. Early in the
Grand Gulf design longitudinal header breaks were postulated as
a conservative measure. With completion of piping str >s
reports in early 1981, however, a re-evaluation of st a and
fatigue 1evels was performed. Applying the NRC StafC

7
criteria for break selection and location, longitudir..1 breaks
need not be postulated in recirculation piping due to the
sufficiently low fatigue and stress levels analyzed. Thus,,

I with this re-evaluation, based on the final piping stress
: reports, this jet impingement damage mechanism was found to be
( unlikely and requiced no design modificataans.
I

j Jet impingement loading mentioned in II.B, will be addressed by
; the addition of spray shields on the bundle support immediately
! below the header. An evaluation is currently in progress to
| ascer:Aln the need for additional shielding for portions of the
| bundle that nay be exposed to the jet cone that results from
I the circumferential break at the riser / header junction. At
; this time the preliminary finding is that no additional

shielding will be required due to <he relatively long distance
from the break to the affected bundic area.

In summary, the pipe whip and jet impingement evaluation was
conducted in accordance with the NRC Staff's criteria and is

! virtually complete at this time. The NRC Staff has reviewed
j the methodologies employed and their application. The

satisfactory results of that review are presented in the Grand
Gulf SER, NUREG-0831, Section 3.6. Modifications required by

| the evaluation will be implemented prior to Unit 1 fuel lead.
| With the implementation of these modifications adequate
'

protection against pipe break is provided to the CRD piping.
|

1
Branch Technical Position MER 3-1, Regulatory Guide 1.46, Standard Review

| Plan 3.6.2.

A30ph2
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QUFSTION 5: Af ter a LOCA of any kind, from the large break to an instrument
header or line failure, describe the residual controls,

i instrumentation and equipment to safely shutdown the plant.

RES?ONSE: For the spectrum of LOCA analyses, FSAR Table 6.3-7 shows ECCS
|performance evaluation given worst single failures. LOCA
|

analyses do not take credit for normally operating systems |
(i.e.; normal auxiliary power, feedwater, etc.) Regarding

| in s t rumenta t ion , the LOCf. analyses assume actuation of the ECCS
I from the high drywell pressure densors, or water level

instrumentation depending on ti e size and location of the
break. A description of the total spectrum of safety related
display instrumentation is defined in FSAR Table 7.5-1.

!

A concise and more elaborate discussion of all emergency
| situationa is discussed in the plant's emergency operating
| procedures. These procedures, submitted for review by MP&L

letters AECM-81/140 and AECM-81/255, dated April 15, 1981 and
July 31, 1981 respectively, discuss operator actions, system

| actuations, and instrumentation availability for mitigating the
situation.

!
! A special case was studied and submitted which analyzed the
, worst failure in vessel level sensing lines. This case
| analyzed the effect of the worst line rupture plus worst
| additional single failure. The results of this analysis were

submitted to the NRC in Attachment 5 to MP&L letter,
AECM-81/351, dated September 10, 1981. This response is
attached for your convenience.

;

,

e

e
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Attachment 5 to AECM-81/351 *

.

.. . . .

BRANCH:
.

*, .

Instrumentation and Control Systems

CONCERN:

Failure in Vessel Level Sensing Lines Common to Control and
Protective Systems

Operating reactor experience indicates that a nun:ber of failures
have occurred in BWR reactor vessel level reference sensing lines
and that in most cases the failures have resulted in erroneously
high reactor vessel level indication. For BWR's, common reference
sensing lines are used for feedwater control and as the basi; for
eatablishing vessel level channel trips for one or more of the ,

j
protective functione (reactor scram, MSIV closure, RCIC, LPCI, ADS
or HPCS initiation). Failures in such sensing lines, may cause
reduction in feedwater flow and consequential delay in trip within lthe related protective channel. '

If an additional failure, perhaps of electrical nature, is assumed
in a protective channel not dependent on the failed sensing line, '

protective action may not occur or may be delayed long enough to
result in unacceptable consequences. This depe'ds on the logic forn
combining channel trips to achieve actions.

It is our positiod that those reference lines common to the feed-
water control function and to any of the protective functions for

_ loss of feedwater events be identified, and that the consequences
of failures in such reference lines concurrent with the worst
additional single failure in the protective systems (reactar scram, k:.I

MSIV closure, ADS, RCIC, HPCS/HPCI, LPCI, etc.) or their initiation
circuits be analyzed.-

I
RESPONSEf

A postulated break in an instrument line plus an additional failure
is beyond the design basis for this plant; however, an assessment
of plant response to this event is provided below.

The instrument reference lines common to feedwater control and to
protective system sensors have been identified for this plant. An
analysis was performed to determine the consequences of failures in
such reference lines concurrent with additional single failures in
protective channe'Is not dependent on the failed sensing line. The
Sequence of Events are denoted in Table 1.

.
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In the highly unlikely scenario, the most severe reference line was
!

. assumed to fail such that all attached level instruments
erroneously indicated high levels. Then, edii.tional worst-cace

; single failures were postulated for each of the remaining 3
|| electrical protective system divisions. A single division power

| supply loss was considered worst-case for ECCS, but this is
i independent from other single failures which could effect RPS or

MSIV closure, etc. (i.e. , a power bus failure in RPS would fail
" safe" causing a trip of that channel). The worst postulated
failure path, from the various combinations, was found to be
failure of Division 1 instrument reference line combined with an
RPS scram circuit failure in Division 3. Worst-case was also
assumed for the feedwater controller in that the manual selection

;

'

switch is on Division 1 instrument line and the operator does not
take the option to switch control to Division 2, as he would
normally be expected to do when he sees the level mismatch between
the indicators. The feedwater controller would then respond to the
high level error signal and reduce the feedwater flow. Since the

! worst single random fai.ure is postulated in RPS Division 3 logic,
!

! scram would not occur when the real vessel level drops through the
normal scram setpoint at level 3, unless the Division 1 instrument
line break it sufficiently large to cause a level 8 scram signal on
channel "A", resulting in a less severe event. That is, we do not
get level 3 scram because we have taken two complimentary failures
in the scram equation (A + C) . (B + D), namely, loss of both "A"

| and "C" for low level trip.

As the postulated Nater level drop passes through level 2, RCIC and
HPCS will start and both recirculation pumps will trip. The water

_ level will continue to drop, but now at a slower rate due to
inventory assistance provided by HPCS and RCIC (See Table 1
" Sequence of Events"). Considering no benefit of scrams from level :,
8, high drywell pressure or manual action (which should normally

. have occurred by now); and assuming the operator still has not'

switched feedwater to the alternate control (which he would be
exIected to do), the! water level will ultimately reach a minimum
level above level 1,'still well above the Top of the Active Fuel.
No scram would occur; however, an equilibrium state would be
, established at about 15% Nuclear Boiler Rated power. No fuel
failure would occur. The core remains covered at all times. Low
pressure systems are also available, but are not necessary because
RPCS and RCIC have more than enough capacity to assure adequate
water make-up and inventory control for this postulated line break.

Even if the minimum water level had fallen to level 1, MSIV closure
and'the associated valve position scram would have been initiated.
Neutron power would be terminated by scram in 1 to 2 seconds. The
water level would drop below level 1 and start to rise in 1 to 2
seconds. The minimum water level would still remain well above the
Top of the Active Fuel. No fuel failure would occur for this event
either.

|
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The Sequence of Events as denoted in Table 1 shows that the reactor
, system can withstand any reactor vessel level reference line break
*

coupled with an additional worst siugle failure in a protective '

channel not dependent on the failed sensing line without ' -
,

compromising safety. This is assured by the following evaluations: ,

n- c

1. No part of the active fuel is uncovered at any time. This
assures no fuel damage and no degradation of the critical
power ratio (CPR), or radioactivity release.

2. Both the vessel and the containment remain structurally
sound throughout the postulated event. This provides
secondary assurance that no radioactivity can be released to
the public.

3. The scenario post'alated is a highly unlikely event (instru-
ment line breakage with coincident random scram channel
failure) and compounds it with worst-case conditions through-
out the event. Though no credit is taken in this scenario,
it is highly probable one or more of the following actions
would occur in a real-life situation:
A. The false-high level signal would half-scram at level 8 '

allowing normal scram at real Level 3, thereby signifi-
cantly easing the accident.

B. The operator would recover feedwater level immediEtely
by switc'hing the controller to the alternate instrument
line (Division 2 in this case).

.

C. The operator would manually scram the plant.
L -:.D. A scram will eventually result from high drywell pressure

provided the reference leg line break is sufficiently.

large.
,

6

It is concluded from'this assessment of a break in a vessel level
sensing line commoa to control and protective systems plus an ;

additional worst single failure in a protective channel not
dependent on the failed sensing line that the resulting accident is
less severe and bounded by the DBAs already analyzed in Chapter 15
of the FSAR.

.
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Table 1
* ~

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
< -

Time Events
(sec)

-- 0 One of the water level reference legs break
(assume feedwater control relies on this
instrument line).

Feedwater starts to decrease due to a false
high water level reading produced by the failed
instrument line.

3.0 Actual water level drops to L-4.
i5.0 Feedwater flow decrease to zero.

6.9 Actual level drops to L-3. No low level
scram or recirculation pump shift to slow speed
due to the failure of the reference leg and an '

~

RPS channel.

11.9 Water level drops to L-2, trips the recircu-
lation pumps and also initiates RCIC and HPCS.,

33.
.

HPCS and RCIC flows start to enter vessel.
71. Water level reaches minimum and begins to

rise. The minimum level is above the L--I kt-
setpoint.

A'new equilibrium state is established at200

jl5%NBRpower. -

:
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QUESTION 6: The applicant has used degradable thermal insulation in some
places. Describe the kind and amounts of such material which
could be blown into the suppression pool and the means taken to

.

protect the seals and bearings of the several ECCS pumps.

RESPONSE: Degradation of protective coatings and insulation has been
considered in the design of Grand Gulf. The majority of insula-
tion used its applications internal to the containment have been
qualified to withscand the post-LOCA environment. Qualified
electrical cable insulation represents in excess cf 95% by weight
of the total itsulation used inside containment (excluding the
drywell. ) Inorganic thermal insulation is used, as noted in the
ACRS site visit, in very limited applications in both the
containment and drywell. Due to the limited use of such
insulation, the method of application, and other Grand Gulf
design features as discussed below, it is the position of
Mississippi Power & Light (MP&L) that this presents no adverse
effects on the operations of the ECC systems.

In the containment (excluding the drywell) both fiberglass and
calcium silicate are used as thermal insulating materials. The
total mass of these materials is estimated to be 328 pounds and
2709 pounds, respectively. The amount of insulation used
internal to the drywell is not provided. This is discussed
lator. The application of these materials in the containment and
dryuell is as follows:

a. Fbin steam lines, feedwater lines, and reactor recirculation
system - metal reflective insulation

b. Piping whose fluid temperature exceeds the maximum drywell
ambient temperature (135*F) - metallic jacketed calcium
silicate inralation

c. Piping whose-fluid temperature in the range of 32-65'F -
metallic jacketed fiberglass (anti-sweat) insulation

Metallic jceketing is installed over the calcium silicate and

fiberglass insulation in approximately three foot overlapping
sections and banded with metal bands. This jacketing is an
aluminem alloy. In the event of a postulated pipe break, some

| insulation in the immediate vicinity of the break could possibly
' be removed by direct jet impingement. However, the metal jacket
I minimizes the possibility of the non-metallic insulation breaking

up and becoming transportable debris. Dripping water will not
| af fect the insulation since it is completely covered by the metal
- jacket. Additionally, since the piping in containment and the

dryvell is seismically supported, and the metal jacket is banded,
the metal jacket should remain relatively intact during a seismic
event.

|

| Concerning physical degradation the only significant damage to
the protective jacket and insulation would be in the vicinity of
the pipe break. Larger portions of calcium silicate will sink to
the bottom of the suppression pool or drywell floor. Some fine.

powder would be generated from the initial break, from larger

A23rgl
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portions striking gratings, floors, and the water's surface, and
from erosion.

It must be assumed that smaller silicate particles would migrate
in the direction of the ECCS strainers. However, as discussed in
FSAR subsection 6.2.2.2, the low approach velocity for the
strainers minimizes the extent to which debris would migrate
towards the strainers and causa strainer clogging. The strainers
are continucusly submerged to a m.inimum depth of 4 feet. As
discussed in FSAR subsection 6.2.2.2, the ECCS analyses have been
conservatively performed. assuming 50% of each strainer is clogged.
ICC systems, even with this assumption, :.eet the requirements of
10CFR,

The strainers will pass particles less than 1/10" in diameter.
Containment spray nozzles will not clog since they are larger
than the strainer openings (3/8" I.D.). In regard to the ECCS
pumps there are two concerns: ccoling to the shaft seal and
bearing / wear ring damage.

Cooling water to the shaft seal is controlled by a supply
orifice. This orifice is sized 1/32" larger than the ECCS
suction strainer to minimize the possibility of orifice clogging.
If the orifice was clogged, o-rings would overheat, embrittle,
and begin to leet. It is estimated that the shaft seat would
leak to some degree withPi 2 or 3- months of the loss of cooling
water supply.

The rain concern for the balance of the pump would be wear at
bearings or wear rings between the impellcr and the shaft case,
since significant wear could affect pump performance. Pumps of
this type are used in agricultural applications to pump water
containing sand and slurries containing water and sand.
Typically excessive wear in these applications is not reached
until about one year of service. Calcium silicate particle ,
paint particles, or spalled particles of concrete which might
result from degradation of protective coatings and insulatien are
not expented te be any more abrasive than sand.

Regarding the drywell, if any insulation were to break away from
the piping, it would most likely fall to the drywell floor and
remain there. The surface area of the wef t annulus is very small
in comparison with the total drywell floor area. Furthermore,
this annulus is protected from falling insulation by grating and
platforms above the pool. Therefore, very little insulation will

! be transported to the suppression pool from the drywell.

l
*
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QUESTION 7: Enumerate and describe the kinds of safety equipment in the
containment which are critical to a safe shutdown. How is the
environmental resistance of these items verified as installed,
how monitored and verified against maintenance errors and
aging?

RESPONSE: Listed below are in-containment equipment which must function,
and continue to function, to assure long tern core cooling and
safe shutdown. This equipment essentially consists of motor
operated valves, hydrogen control equipment, nuclear 'ooiler
instrumentation, cable, safety relief valves and control rod
drives. Each of these equipment types have been reviewed
relative to environmental qualification and the appropriate
componenta have been operability tested under LOCA environments
which exceed predictcd environment in severity. In addition,
review of the test documentation requires verification that the
unit tested was identical to the component installed.

Containment Isolation Valves, Motor Operated

Hydrogen Recombiner

Safety Relief Valves

liydrogen Analyzer

Power and Control Cable

Isolation Valve Position Indication

Safety Related Instrumentation, for example:

Rx Level and Pressure

Cont. Press.

D/W Pressure

Drywell Purge Compressors

Hydrogen Ignitors

The maintenance program incorporates the vendor recommendations
with regard to maintenance. The ecommendations are based on
design, experience and reliability considerations. In
addition, the maintenance program incorporates the following:

i
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1. The maintenance program will be revised, it
environmental testing of the equipment indicates that,

'

quclified life of certain components is less than
that assumed in maintenance / replacement programs.

2. A computerized maintenance planning and scheduling
system is utilized to insure appropriate maintenance
plans and follow-up actions.

3. The surveillance program as defined in technical
specifications requires operability checks of all
esrential systems. Failure of such systems to
operate, or to operate within specific time frames,
provide additional relative information.

,

4. Grand Gulf will participate in the Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data (NPRD) program which will provide
industry data on equipment failures and availability
trends of essential equipment.

.

)
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QUESTION 8: What is the critical occurrence which establishes the time

j limit on complete A/C power failure.

RESPONSE: Based on preliminary analyses conducted to date, there are
several parameters which appear to be critical, and possibly
limiting, during a station blackout. The two most critical
itens are suppression pool temperature and RCIG pump seal'

temperature.
,

In complying with Item I.G.1 of NUREG-0737, additional testing
will be accomplished at Grand Gulf. The loss of onsite and
offsite A/C power is the principal effort associated with Item
I.G.1 compliance. The intent of this testing is to identify in
a controlled manner the limitations and capabilities of Grand
Gulf to maintain safe reactor and containment conditions
without posing undue risk to the health and safety of the
public or to the reactor plant and plant personnel. A detailed
analysis will be performed prior to the testing to develop the
proper procedures for conducting the test in a safe manner.
The detailed analysis is also intended to identify the expecced
critical parameters.

.
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QUESTION 9: Estimate the probability of successfal mitigation of an ATWS.'

RESPONSE: For GGNS at startup, if an ATWS requires prompt operator action.,

| it is cestomary (e.g., WASH 1400) to assume a 0.1 probability of
human error (assucing that there are procedures for operator
action and that the operator has been trained in the procedures).
If is is further conservatively assumed that all ATWS events
require prompt operator action, then the probability of success-
fully mitigating an ATWS is 0.9. It rhould be noted that not all
ATWS events would require prompt operator action. Such factors
as type of scram failure, type of transient, and power level at
time of transient would lead to considerably higher success
probability if considered in a detailed analysis.

.

For a BWR 6 with ATWS Alternative 3A where Standby Liquid Control
(SLC) is initiated automatically to insert negative reactivity,
but with other assumptions the same, the probability of failure
toautomaticallyinsertnegativereacgivity(assumingthatoneof
the two SLC pumps is needed) is 3x10 This leads to a proba-.

bility of successfully mitigating an ATWS of 0.997.

On July 31, 1981 Mississippi Power & Light Company submitted
EP-10. " Reactivity Control Emergency Procedure," in letter
AECM-81/255. A copy of the procedure is attached for your
convenience.

1

.
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GRAND GULT NUCLEAR STATION*

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE, ,

.

TITLE: Reactivity Control NO. 05-S-01-EP-10 REV. A PAGE 1 of 2

| 1.0 PURPOSE
|

The purpose of this procedure is to reduce reactor power, following an ATWS, to
| a level that can be safely absorbed by the available heat sa ':. Entry into

Containment Control Emergency Procedure #3 is performed concur.rently, as;

required. -

|

2.0 ENTRY CONDITIONS

Condition exists that requires a reactor scram and:

o Reactor Power > 3% on APRM's or >Z* on inserted IRM's or
o Reactor Power cannot be determined

*Z = Maximum allowable IRM reading at 3.5 minutes (insertion time)

3.0 OPERATOR ACTIONS - ' - -

| .

3.1 Depress manual scram buttons and place " Reactor Mode Switch" in Shutdown.

3.2 Open circuit breakers CB2A (52-1C71102), CBSA (52-IC71108),
CB2B,(52-1C71202), and CB8B (52-1C71208) supplying power to the RPS
channels A, C, B and D respectively, from the RPS buses A (Panel IC71P001)
and B (Panel-(IC71P002).

3.3 If turbine has tripped or if MSIV's have closed, trip Reactor
Recirculation Pungs.

If not, run recire flow to minimum (LFMG on; valvet closed).

3.4 If reactor power is > 6% or cannot be determined, initiate SLCS and .

perform steps 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13.

3.5 If reactor power is < 6% and an SRV is open or cycling, trip reactor~

recirculation pumps nd start RCIC in Test. Mode.

3.6 Observe control rod positions and if all rods are inserted at or below
position 06, enter ONEP'05-1-02-I-1 (Reactor Scram). If ' ot a'll at < 06,nI reset scram and attempt a second manual scram.

If scram cannot be reset, perform step 3.9.

3.7 Observe scram valve positions and, if all are not opan, open them by
deeneigizing the scram solenoids or isolating and venting the scram air
header.

3.8 Observe control rod position again and, if all 4 06, enter ONEP
05-1-02-I-1 (Reactor Scram). ,

If not, reset scran and scram individual rods via test switches (if
containment is accessible).

,
. ::
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GRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION*

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE,

TITLE: Reactivity Control No. 05-S-01-EP-10 REV. A PAGE 2 of 2.

3.9 If all control rods cannot be inserted <.06 by the preceeding, and/or if
the reactor scram cannot be reset, perfor= the following:

Start a second CRD pumpo /

Close HCU accumulator charging water header isolation valveo
o Attempt manual control rod insertion '

3.10 If/when all control rods are fully inserted ( < 06 position), complete
ONEP 05-1-02-I-1.

3.11 ,If excessive power is still being discharged to the suppression pool as
' determined by:

Any SRV open or cycling oro

Containment pressure > 2 psig ando

Suppression Pool temperature > 115 Fo

Then reduce RPV level'to optimum level (later inches) by terminating all
injection into the RPV except CRD.

3.12 Observe SLCS operation and if not functioning, inject an alternate liquid
(poison) solution (instructions later).

3.13 When reactor power has been reduced below region 2, as determined from the
figure below, observe control rod positions and perform steps 3.6, 3.7,
3.8, 3.9 and/or 3.10 until all control rods are fully inserted ( < 06
position).

( 100 -^
!

G
i :k.

g.. j
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e
,

u
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$
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180
,- Suppression Pool Temperature ( F)

(Grand Gulf specific figure to be provided at a later date.)
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QUESTION 10: What is the basis for believing that the main feedwater
reserve flow check valves will intercept flow from a break,

outbeird of the valves.

RESPONSC: This concern is addressed in Attachment 3 to MP&L letter,
AECM-81/405, dated October 14, 1981. This letter was
provided in response to concerns identified in the ACRS
subcommittee meeting on Grand Gulf, held Feptember 17-15,
1981.

.
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| QUESTION: In regard to stability studies, was the system still stable for
(Unnumbered) the interval of time associated with the operation of backup

breakers?
i

RESPONSE: A stability study has been run in which it was assumed that a
i breaker failed to open after a three phase fault. The fault

was isolated by adjaccat breakers 15 cycles af ter the
initiation of the fault. (Rather than the usual clearing tir.e

'
of 3-6 cycles).

This study indicated that the system remained stable even with
j the conservative assumption mentioned above.

I
i

i

i

<

i

|

!

i

;

i

I
,

t

|
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QUESTION: Are there any transients or accidents that would disable ADS
(Unnumbered) tuch that ADS would not be available/ required to mitigate the

transient? That is, will loss of drywell cooling or a small
steam line break degrade SRV solenoids such that ADS will be
degraded or disabled?

RESPONSE: The SRV actuator is qualified to 349'F. Table 201 from the
Environmental Qualification submittal (MP&L letter AECM-81/231,
dated July 1, 1981) is attached showing the total environment
and the operability requirements for the Main Steam Cafety/ Relief
Valve Actuators.

The criteria established in the qualification environment will
bound any environments created by any transients or accidents
for which this equipment is required to operate.

i

| -
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Page 1 of 3 MPL No. 821-F041/47/51

.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUALIFICATION TABLE 201

A. TYPE OF ECUIPMENT: Main Steam Safety / Relief Valve Actuator

B. c ~ LOCATION: Containment, Insid2 Orywell (IAll2)

C. MANUFACTURER: Oikkers Valve Company
.

D. MODEL NUMBER: Cylinder 1052588
. Solenoid / Control Valve 0-108-562e (Note 1)

E. ABNORMAL ENVIRONMENT:

OURATION TEMP F PRESS. (PSIA) HUMIDITY RADIATION

1.5-45 sec 135-330 44.7 All steam Normal: 8.84 x 108 Rad45 sec-3 hr 330 30 All steam
3 hr-6 hr 310 30- Al' steam

'6 hr-1 day 250 30 100% RH OBA: 20 x 108 Rads1-100 days 250-100 30 to 14.7 100% RH fl0: 28.84 x 108 Rad

- " Actuator is required to function for two days and remain at operator
designated position for the remainder of the 100 days.

1 F. QUALIFICATION ENVIRONMENT:

OURATION TEMP 'F PRESS. (PSIA) HUMIDITY RADIATION

0-3 hr 349 F 60.7 All steam TIO: 30 x 108 Rad
(Note 2)

End of 3 hr 349-amb. 60.7-14.7 All steam
3 hr-6 hr 345 F 60.7 All steam
6 hr-9 hr 327 F 60.7 All steam
9 hr-96 hr 259 F 29.2 All steam

G. OPERABILITY REQUIREMENTS: The SRV actuator shall actuate the SnV upon
ele:trical signal to tne solenoid volve.
This is a safety related function and must
be available during and up to two days
after the accident. Thereafter the actuator -

#

shall stay in the operator designated
position up to 100 days (Cat. A).

H. OPERABILITY DEMONSTRATED: Test showed that the SRV actuator will
function in an environment up to 349 F,
60.7 psia, and all steam for 4 days.

.

o
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Page 2 of 3 MPL No. 821-F041/47/51.

.

1

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION iABLE 201

i
.

| I. ACCURAC(/ RESPONSE TIME REQUIRED:
4 .

j Acduracy: Actuator stem position +1 mm.
Opening Time: Delay 5 0.1 sec.

Delay and full open 1 0.2 sec.
Closing Time: Delay .5 0.9 sec.

37% li f t < 1.1 sec.
4

- 15% lift I 1.3 sec.
5% lift 5 1.5 sec.

,

: J. ACCURACY AND RESPONSE TIME DEMONSTRATE 0:
i

Accuracy: Actuator stem position +0.5 mm.
Ope.iing Time: Delay 0.082 sec.

Delay & full open 0.2.sec.
Closing Time: Delay 0.64 sec.

37% lif t 0.93 sec.
15% lift 1.04.sec.
5% lift 1.11 sec.

'
i

Note: The above values were measured after the actuator under-want
the complete qualification test program.

K. QUALIFICATION METHOD:
,

The valve actuator was first subjected to a reference frame test. It was
then irradiated with a TIO gamma dosage of 3 x 107 Rad, then thermally
aged at 200 C for 24 hrs in an air atmosphcre. It was mecha.sically aged
by being cycled 1,000 times against the enuivalent load of 250 osig at
+ne valve disc It wa' then heate'd to 340*F for one hour using super

,

.

heated steam at 59.7 psia. After venting the chamber with air the pressure j
;

was lowered to -14 psig for 60 sec. The actuator was then subjected to j
the abnormal environment sequence described in Paragraph F. The actuator ;

; was subjected to the equivalent load of 1250 psig at the valve disc. The ,
! voltage extremes of 106 Vdc and 138 Vdc were used to cycle the actuator ,

during the abnormal envircr. ment sequence. Afterwards, the electrical !
insulation was measured, using a 500 volt megger, at 20 megohms against a

! requirement of 10 megohms. The actuator then passed the final frame
test. The opening time and closing time are recorded in Paragraph J.

,

,

| L. QUALIFICATION REPORT:

Actuator Qualification Test Procedure VPF 5529-20-6 Radiation Aging I
; Procedure VPF 5529-97-1 Test Report Actuator Qualification Test.

! VPF 5529-99-3.
{

f
i ) i
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^ Page 3 of 3 MPL No. 821-F041/47/51
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; ENVIRONMENTAL OUALIFICATION TABLE 201

|
.

j M. CONCtOSION:
t -

The actuator performed satisfactorily during and after the abnormal
envirnnmental sequenco. The effect of thermal, radiation and mechanical,,

i aging were simulated prior to the abnormal environment. The actuator was
j' qualified for an insta.11ed life of five years. Containment spray, flooding

and frotn are not specified for the SRV location (Room 1A112) at the
.

equipment elevation of 153'-6" in the containment.

Based upon the available data and the attached evaluation, the SRV actuators4

(821-F041, F047, and F051), do not meet the NUREG-0588 Category II requirements.

SUPPORTING EVALUATI,0ji

Note 1: The qualified actuator is composed of cylinder 1052588 and solenoid,

control valve 0-108-252e.

Thc safety relief valves (SRVs) for Grand Gulf are equippea with
cylinder 1052588 and solenoid / control valve 0-108-562e. The

; solenoid / control valve 0-108-562e is composed of same casign of
! solenoid valves and control valves as solenoid / control valve

0-108-252e except there is one less solenoid valve and one less*

i control valve. As the test program demonstrated that the actuator
t worked with any one solenoid energized or all solenoid energized,

the difference in the two models does not affect the cualification
status.

,

Note 2: The autoclave was too big for the temperature to rise to 330 F in 45*

' seconds. However, this had no effect as the actuator itself was
also big, so it could not be heated up that fast even in a 330 Fd

'

environment. The solenoid valves were shielded behind a metal
shield so they could not be readily heated eo either. The temperature,

; was dropped to ambient at tae end of the th1?d hour to elevate
again. This was done to alleviate the temperature block due to
saturation of the autaclave environment.,

!, .
MP&L Note: See Summary of Results for a discussion of Conclusions andi

Follcw-Up Attion.

'
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